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Dear guests, 
We are proud to present the 2009 edition of the annual brochure from 
the “Quality Bed & Breakfast in Trentino” Association.
This year we have something new for you: our breakfasts will be even 
more delicious than ever! We are now officially authorised to serve 
food prepared with our own hands: over the past year, our members 
have attended specific courses for handling food and serving guests 
as an added guarantee of quality. So now, our breakfasts – prepared 
using strictly local produce – will be something really worth writing 
home about! We are dedicated to offering warm family hospitality at a 
competitive price. In fact, most of our B&Bs still apply the same prices 
that they did in 2005! Of course, many of you will have realised this, as 
more and more of our guests keep coming back to visit us – sometimes 
even more than once during the same year. This fills us with pride and 
spurs us on to continue to improve our service which, while small in 
size – with a maximum of 3 rooms per B&B – is now an established re-
ality with many satisfied guests. Sixty four B&Bs have chosen to join 
our way of thinking. These are dotted throughout both popular tourism 
destinations and less well known valleys which, however, have just as 
much to offer. Many of our B&Bs boast environmental quality certifica-
tion, others are associated with Wine and Flavours Routes while others 
still express their individuality through formulas created specifically 
for their guests. And while the spectacle of nature is our territory’s 
greatest asset, there are also many cultural attractions on offer. Tren-
tino is also the perfect training ground for practising a wide variety of 
summer and winter sports. In addition to the more traditional sports, 
these include activities ranging from the less challenging to the more 
adventurous (why not even try a few for yourself?). The owners of the 
“Quality Bed & Breakfast in Trentino” B&Bs look forward to welcom-
ing you into their families, offering you the quality you’d expect from 
home… with that added magic touch!

Enrica Bettini

President of the Association
“Bed & Breakfast di Qualità in Trentino”

Breakfast is served!
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The “Quality Bed & Breakfast in Trentino” Association, was established 
by the owner in collaboration with the Autonomous Province of Trento to 
provide an excellent service in the Trentino accommodation circuit. 
The management committee assess applications to join the Club and or-
ganise the training of members, without neglecting promotional activities. 
Everyone agrees to respect the guidelines of the Club set out in the “Fam-
ily Hospitality Charter”, a document establishing some priorities, as for 
example some structural requirements. All the bedrooms must comply to a 
minimum size and be adequately furnished. The bathrooms in some cases 
may be shared with the family. The managerial parameters cover daily 
room cleaning, change of bedroom and bathroom linen, an extensive and 
appetising breakfast with local and guaranteed quality products with pref-
erence for Trentino specialities. Moreover, the owner agrees to be always 
on hand and to offer a warm welcome and make the guest feel at home 
and provide all the information on the house rules and the location. Easy 
terms of payment have been established, which the owner agrees to re-
spect (under three year-olds sharing a room with parents free of charge; 
special prices for 4 to 10 year-olds; reductions for third bed and for double 
room used as a single). The questionnaire monitoring the satisfaction of 
guests, besides controlling the quality, permits a constant feedback from 
the client. An essential part of the Association’s philosophy is respect for 
the environment, therefore the service is also based on inviolable aspects 
such as conservation and harmony with nature, which has always been an 
important part of the Trentino culture. Twelve Bed & Breakfasts have ad-
hered to the philosophy of the EU “Ecolabel” scheme that awards a quality 
mark to ecologically friendly products and efficient services. A demonstra-
tion of the value of hospitality in a “Quality Bed & Breakfast in Trentino” 
as a form of tourism on the side of the environment, which promotes the 
quality of the services and enhancement of the various products and local 
resources.

“BED AND BREAKFAST DI QUALITA’ 
IN TRENTINO” ASSOCIATION 

Via dei Pivi 7 – 38060 Sasso di Nogaredo – TN
Tel. / Fax 0039 0464 413007
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it

The Family Hospitality Charter
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You can reach Trentino from the north and south ei-
ther by rail (Verona-Brenner-Munich) or on the A22 
Brenner motorway. The nearest airports to Trento 
are the “Dolomiti S. Giacomo” in Bolzano (57 km), 
the Valerio Catullo in Verona (90 km), the Gabriele 
d’Annunzio in Brescia (135 km), the Marco Polo in 
Venice (163 km), the Orio al Serio in Bergamo (180 km) 
and the Linate and Malpensa airports in Milan 
(about 250 km).
Local transport includes bus services run by the 
“Trentino Trasporti” and two minor railways, the 
Trento-Venice through Valsugana and the Trento-
Malé serving Val di Non and Val di Sole.
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The crossroads of traffic and people travelling along the main Brenner road, Val-
lagarina is an attractive and hospitable valley of gentle hillsides covered with grape-
vines, deep green in summer and golden in autumn. Besides the beauty of the land-
scape, this area, on the southern borders of Trentino, has an interesting historical 
and cultural heritage and a thriving agricultural production. Vallagarina is the land 
of castles, many of which can be seen passing through the valley from south to 
north; undoubtedly the most impressive ones are Sabbionara d’Avio, Noarna in 
Nogaredo, Castel Pietra in Calliano and lastly Castel Beseno. There are also more 
recent historical remains like the trenches of the First World War dug in the rocks 
and chasms of Monte Pasubio. The main centre of the valley is Rovereto, a perfect 
synthesis of modern and ancient styles. Strolling through the narrow streets and 
lanes of the historic centre you can find evidence of the Venetian domination. The 
principle attractions are the Mart, Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, the 
“Maria Dolens” Bell of the Fallen, fused with the bronze of cannons used in the 
First World War and a significant symbol of peace, and the austere Castel Veneto, 
which hosts the Italian War History Museum, one of the most important in Italy. 
You can explore Vallagarina step by step along the Wine and Flavours Route, two 
hundred kilometres of food and wine itineraries, of taste and skilled knowledge 
expressed in agricultural and winemaking productions of top quality. About 40% of 
all the vineyards in Trentino are cultivated here and the dedication for winemaking 
in the area immediately attracts the visitor’s attention. The best of this production 
is Marzemino, a fine red wine made with native grapes, praised by Mozart in “Don 
Giovanni”. Among the other specialities on the Route are the Castione chestnuts 
grown on the Altopiano di Brentonico, the fragrant Vezzena mountain cheese, still 
produced as in bygone times on the Altipiani di Folgaria, Lavarone and Luserna and 
the vegetables of Val di Gresta. This little side valley, lying in the last offshoots of 
the Bondone-Stivo mountain range, close to Lake Garda, between Vallagarina and 
Valle del Sarca, is worth a visit. To the traveller’s eye it appears as a vast terraced 
amphitheatre and is known as the organic vegetable garden of Trentino.
In the last twenty years a lot has been done here to improve the agriculture with 
innovative organic and integrated cultivation methods. The people living in Val di 
Gresta assure their guests of a sincere and warm welcome. It is the ideal place to 
discover all aspects of country life by participating in the activities promoted by 
the educational farms, or simply enjoy the gentle landscape walking or pedalling on 
the slopes of Mount Stivo.

Rovereto, Vallagarina, Altopiano di Brentonico, 
Valle di Gresta, Vallarsa
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Via Valle dei Molini, 10 - AVIO
tel. 0039 0464 684772
mobile 0039 389 9714947
fax 0039 0464 687031
carlo-ballarin@tiscali.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/piacenza
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 9 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Vallagarina

2-Mas dei Girardei Fam. Girardelli Elio

S. Giacomo BRENTONICO
tel. 0039 0464 391541
mobile 0039 347 2208315
fax 0039 0464 391541
eliogirardelli@virgilio.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/girardelli
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 10
BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 56 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)Altopiano di Brentonico

A beautifully renovated old mountain farmhouse 
in San Giacomo di Brentonico, a few kilometres 
from Rovereto. Located in a tranquil position 
among green fields and woods. All rooms fur-
nished in the traditional Trentino style. Various 
sports, from trekking to mountain biking and 
Alpine skiing, available in the vicinity. “Mas dei 
Girardei” is listed in the “Vallagarina Wine and 
Flavours Route”.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: ski mountaineering and
snowshoeing routes available to guests

This bed and breakfast, in an old mill converted 
in the early 20th century, is situated in Valle dei 
Molini in Avio, Vallagarina, a few kilometres from 
the Altopiano di Brentonico, Lake Garda, Rover-
eto and Trento. Guests can join the owners in the 
creation of small wooden objects and decoupage. 
Summer and winter sports activities can be prac-
tised nearby.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: lounge for guests’ use

1-Da Mariangela Fam. Piacenza Mariangela

P

P TV

DGB E
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Valle di Gresta

Altopiano di Brentonico

4-Ca’ dei Fazzilisti Fam. Angeli Katia

Loc. Pizzole, 2 - VALLE SAN FELICE 
MORI
tel. 0039 0464 802204
mobile 0039 348 2544961
ca.fazzilisti@cimonetti.it
www.cimonetti.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Set in a peaceful scenic corner of Val di Gresta, 
the organic vegetable garden of Trentino, a few 
kilometres from Rovereto and Lake Garda, “Ca’ 
dei Fazzilisti” is a farmhouse renovated with eco-
logical material. The valley offers many opportuni-
ties to discover the typical activities of the rural 
world and also to practise outdoor sports. Local 
and organic farm produce is served at breakfast 
with special attention for the diets of guests.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: sauna, kitchenette in one of the 
rooms, five a side football pitch and facilities for children.

Via Brugoli, 14/a - LOC. CORNE’
BRENTONICO
mobile 0039 347 5096218
alpiccolobarus@virgilio.it
www.alpiccolobarus.it
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOM 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

In Cornè, on the Altopiano di Brentonico, just 13 
kilometres from the Rovereto Sud motorway exit, 
“Al Piccolo Barùs” is a recently renovated stone 
faced house with a vegetable plot and large gar-
den. The perfect place for a completely relaxing 
holiday and enjoying the cultural offer of Rover-
eto. Many summer and winter events are organ-
ised on the Altipiano di Brentonico and the nearby 
Lake Garda. Annual Opening.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

3-Al Piccolo Barùs Fam. Vida Stefania

P

DGB F

GB F

P
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Situated in the centre of Ronzo Chienis, a small 
village in Val di Gresta, not far from Lake Garda 
and Rovereto, “Ca’ dei Musicisti” gives tourists a 
chance to become familiar with a rural environ-
ment. The owners grow organic farm produce and, 
on request, organise guided tours of their fields. 
Music lovers can play their instruments in the 
soundproof room on the premises.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: equipment for minor repairs
to motor vehicles and cycles

Situated in the village of Sasso di Nogaredo, just a 
few kilometres from Rovereto, the B&B “La Betulla” 
is a house in the hills with a large garden boasting a 
scenic view of the vineyards and castles of the Val-
lagarina. Guests will find a sophisticated ambience 
decorated with ethnic furniture and antiques. Even 
the most discerning guests will be impressed by the 
wide variety of cultural and natural attractions on 
offer. The B&B is the ideal starting point for trips 
to the MART Museum of Modern and Contemporary 
Art of Trento and Rovereto, to the recently restored 
Casa Depero and to the many castles, lakes and 
mountains in the surrounding area.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: lounge reserved for guests

Vallagarina

Via dei Pivi - Loc. SASSO-NOGAREDO
tel. 0039 0464 413007
mobile 0039 340 5031977
fax 0039 0464 413007 
Enrica@La-Betulla.com
www.La-Betulla.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

6-La Betulla Fam. Bettini Enrica

Valle di Gresta

5-Ca’ dei Musicisti Fam. Moientale Rina

Piazza Aldo Moro, 2 - RONZO 
CHIENIS
tel. 0039 0464 802624
mobile 0039 347 4732485
cadeimusicisti@davide.it
www.cadeimusicisti.it
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 4 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

GB

P TV

GB F D

P TV
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7-Al Ghiro Fam. Bruschetti Bruseghini Monica

8-Manu&Dige Fam. Rattin Manuela

Via Unione, 102 - ROVERETO
tel. 0039 0464 080450
mobile 0039 347 4181273
 0039 333 9410286
info@manu-e-dige.com
www.manu-e-dige.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Vallagarina

The Manu&Dige B&B was founded to fulfil a dream 
nurtured by owners Manuela and Davide: to get to 
know new people in a relaxed yet culturally rich 
context. They left Milan to find a completely differ-
ent lifestyle in Rovereto. In spite of its location in 
a residential area, the B&B boasts a spectacular 
vista of the mountains and vineyards. Situated in 
a quiet yet well connected location, the B&B is eas-
ily accessible from the highway, from the Brenner 
state road, from the rail station (700 m) and from 
the cycle path. The bus stop is just a few metres 
away. Each room has been individually furnished 
with creative flair. Manuela and Davide enjoy creat-
ing a friendly family environment for their guests, 
to make their stay a pleasant and unique one.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: stube with an open fire, periodically 
organised courses in pirrka, stamping, paper work, jewel-
lery, felt work, courses for the theatre and for barmen. 
Equipment for repairs to cycles and motorbikes

Monica, Mario and their daughter Caterina wel-
come guests in this typical country farmhouse 
situated in Frata Riolfa, a panoramic and tranquil 
area surrounded by the vineyards of the Brus-
chetti family, on the outskirts of the Pedersano 
village in Vallagarina. The stone-built house has 
recently been painstakingly restored with atten-
tion for original material. The result is a rustic 
ambience with a breakfast room, lounge, kitchen 
and three bedrooms for guests and particularly 
families with children.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: intercom in all the rooms, TV on 
request

Località Frata Riolfa - PEDERSANO
tel. 0039 0464 820148
mobile 0039 368 669792 - 339 
6575213
fax. 0039 0464 820148
info@alghiro.it
www.alghiro.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 9 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 65 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)Vallagarina
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ROVERETO

Via Cittadella, 41 – Rovereto
Mobile 0039 339 1772173
www.relaismozart.it
info@relaismozart.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 9 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE 90 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Right in the heart of Rovereto, Relais Mozart of-
fers a secluded ambience set in the verdant na-
ture of the extensive surrounding gardens. The 
airy and recently renovated B&B, built in the old 
lemon grove of the Villa de Probizer, has three 
rooms, each of which with kitchenette, living area 
and a comfortable bathroom, offering all the in-
dependence of a holiday combining the peace of 
nature with fascinating cultural activities. The 
interior décor is evocative of the world of music, 
philosophy and the arts with tasteful references 
to the three artists Mozart, Rosmini and Depero.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: historical garden devoted to the 
famous composer Mozart. Lounge for parties and ceremonies

10-Relais Mozart Fam. de Probizer Giuseppe e Elisabeth

Rovereto

In spite of its hillside location, Villa Dordi is actu-
ally right in the historic city centre, as a stair-
way leads to the Piazza Rosmini, the heart of the 
city, in just a couple of minutes’ walk. The three 
large ground floor rooms each have their own in-
dependent entrance from the garden. The rooms, 
each with on suite bathrooms, were renovated 
and redecorated in a modern taste in April 2008. 
Breakfast is served in the old part of the villa, in 
a spacious dining room decorated in the Liberty 
style. This is where owner Sergio Dordi lives with 
his partner Paola and their two children, Luna (4) 
and Milo (5), bringing the villa built by Sergio’s 
paternal great grandfather in 1908 back to life.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: covered parking, visa and debit card 
payment accepted

Viale dei Colli, 28 – Rovereto
Tel. 0039 0464 434275
Mobile 0039 389 9819695
www.dordi.it/rovereto
info@dordi.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 9 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE 65 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

9-Villa Dordi Fam. Dordi Sergio
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The B&B is in a green and peaceful area of the vil-
lage of Pomarolo in Destra Adige (the right-hand 
side of the river Adige) a short distance from 
Rovereto (3.5 km) and from the main highways: 
the Brenner Motorway (1.5 km via an easy link 
road) and the main road SS12, as also the railway 
(Rovereto station). An ideal area for excursions in 
Vallagarina and in Lower Trentino, the B&B has an 
independent area for guests.
The house has a large dining room, a garden avail-
able to guests and a veranda where breakfast is 
served during the warmer season.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: use of washing machine, fridge and 
iron

12-Blue Mind Fam. Piffer Cecilia

Vallagarina

11-Villa nel Verde Fam. Crisanti Maria

Via Case Sparse, 18 - POMAROLO
tel. 0039 0464 410076
mobile 0039 348 2922638
maria_crisanti@yahoo.it
www.villanelverde.it
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 4 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Just below the walls of the largest castle in Tren-
tino, Castel Beseno, the Blue Mind B&B is ideal 
for anyone looking for a peaceful home, personal-
ised and captivating, just half an hour by car from 
Lake Garda and a few minutes from the Folgaria 
- Lavarone alpine area and the cities of Trento and 
Rovereto. The house, dating from the eighteenth 
century and recently restored, has an independ-
ent guest area, with three ensuite rooms, a large 
garden and a fine breakfast room.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: terrace and garden available to 
guests

Via Roma, 45 - BESENELLO
mobile 0039 338 5908228
0039 335 6018527
info@bb-bluemind.com
www.bb-bluemind.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 8 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Vallagarina
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vallarsa

Fraz. Arlanch n.8 – Vallarsa
tel. 0039 0464 869414
www.arlanch8.it
info@arlanch8.it
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE 70 €
(2 PERSONE IN CAMERA DOPPIA)

The Arlanch family welcomes you to their typical 
nineteenth century farmhouse, which has been 
the subject of a renovation project that has pre-
served its authenticity while following the princi-
ples of bio-construction and energy conservation. 
The house is situated in a quiet, sunny location at 
an altitude of 544 m, and boasts vistas of the Pic-
cole Dolomiti (Cima Carega 2,259 m) and the Pas-
ubio massif. The B&B has an annexe that sleeps 4 
(1 double bed + 2 singles), offering the ideal solu-
tion for a family, and a room sleeping 3 (1 double 
bed + 1 single). Both have their own bathrooms. 
The B&B is particularly proud of its breakfasts, 
offering guests the choice of specifying their own 
personal preferences.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: stuff for children (child seat, cot, toys), 
playground, living room and tavern. Accessible for disabled.

14-Arlanch 8 Fam. Arlanch Russo Irene

Vallagarina

The “Rossbach” B&B is in a peaceful and sunny 
village below the walls of the enchanting Castel Be-
seno, the largest fortified complex in Trentino. Sur-
rounded by the Vallagarina vineyards and near the 
main Trento-Verona road (motorway exit Rovereto 
Nord at 5 km distance), the area is an ideal start-
ing point for cycle tourists. The B&B area has 
independent access and is on the ground floor of 
the Pompermaier family home, surrounded by a 
well looked after and sunny garden. Three double-
bed guest-rooms (with a cot if needed) have been 
prepared, all ensuite, with an intimate breakfast 
room.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: hairdryer in room, cycle path 500 m 
away, sauna. Modern Greek spoken.

Via Campagnole, 15 - CALLIANO
tel. 0039 0464 835488
mobile 0039 348 3354978
info@rossbach.it
www.rossbach.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 9 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

13-Rossbach Fam. Pompermaier Roberto
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An amazingly varied landscape, where the uncontaminated greenery of the woods gives 
way to the blue waters of Lake Garda, at the foot of the scenic dolomite peaks of Brenta 
and Adamello. It is this diversity of environments that makes south-western Trentino 
incomparable, from the Mediterranean climate and vegetation of Upper Garda to the 
typically alpine valleys of the Giudicarie and Rendena. The Valli Giudicarie take in the 
Chiese river basin to its mouth in Lake Idro, and the river Sarca to the Limarò gorge. 
At the foot of the Brenta Dolomites lies Terme di Comano, a healthy place known since 
ancient Roman times. Val Rendena, in the unspoilt environment of the Adamello-Brenta 
Nature Park, is a paradise for sports and nature lovers. Small picturesque villages are 
dotted all the way along the valley. Among these Caderzone has recently been given 
the Orange Flag of the Italian Touring Club for its quality and sustainable tourist offer. 
A very interesting cultural itinerary takes you around the Baschenis churches, small 
religious buildings frescoed by a well-known family of painters, natives of Bergamo, in 
the 15th and 16th century. On the other side of Brenta is the Altopiano della Paganella, 
most of which lies within the Adamello-Brenta Nature Park and comprises three impor-
tant resorts, Andalo, Fai della Paganella and Molveno. Thanks to its lake, Molveno is one 
of the most attractive places on the plateau and has recently been awarded the Orange 
Flag of the Italian Touring Club.
Lastly Garda Trentino, an area with plenty of opportunities for those who love the 
relaxing atmosphere of lakes and a choice of watersports. Besides Lake Garda, this 
corner of the region preserves many other expanses of water, such as Ledro, known 
above all for its Bronze Age lake dwelling area, Lake Cavedine and Lake Toblino with 
its romantic 16th century castle built on medieval foundations. The landscape is also 
endowed with the rugged landscape of the Marocche and picturesque villages, like the 
medieval Canale di Tenno and Rango, recently listed among the most beautiful villages 
of Italy. Besides the beautiful scenery, these valleys offer many sports activities such 
as mountaineering, skiing and climbing, without forgetting trekking, which attracts a 
great number of enthusiasts. The diverse climates and environments have contributed 
to the agricultural skill of the local people who, over the years, have created a food and 
wine heritage, today enhanced by the Wine and Flavours Route from Lake Garda to the 
Brenta Dolomites. Among the excellent produce of this area the Spressa delle Giudicarie 
D.O.P., one of the oldest cheeses in the Alps, produced exclusively in Val Rendena and in 
the Giudicarie, the Garda Trentino Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Storo Yellow Flour, Bleggio wal-
nuts, the sweet and juicy Drò plums; trout, Carne Salada (salted meat) and the unusual 
Ciuìga del Banale, a sausage made with pork and boiled white turnips. The pride of Valle 
dei Laghi is the Trentino D.O.C. Vino Santo produced with Nosiola grapes.

Upper Garda, Valle di Ledro, Valle dei Laghi,
Terme di Comano, Valli Giudicarie,
Valle Rendena, Paganella
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Valle di Ledro

Via Belvedere, 9 - MEZZOLAGO
PIEVE DI LEDRO
tel. 0039 0464 508616
mobile 0039 348 9045450
wondergreta2001@virgilio.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/spagnolli
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Recently renovated 19th century pretty mountain 
villa in Pieve di Ledro, perfect for anyone seeking 
peace and relaxation. Two elegant en-suite guest 
rooms, tastefully furnished in the old Trentino 
style with every comfort. The large garden with sun 
loungers offers a wonderful view of Lake Ledro. In 
the summer breakfast can be eaten on the terrace. 
Very close to the relaxing beaches of the lake.
Romantic sunsets can be observed from the B&B. 
An ideal base for interesting trips.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

alto garda

16-Ai Casai Fam. Spagnolli Michela

Between Arco and Riva del Garda, in a peaceful 
area not far from the lake, with cliffs and practice 
walls for climbers, the bed and breakfast “Casa 
Ubaldo” offers guests an ethical and natural holi-
day. For breakfast there are products from the 
Fair Trade market, and all rooms have furniture 
made of natural materials, without metals. Fami-
lies with children can book a child minder, while 
for those who are fond of cycling there will be 
guides for excursions.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: sitting room, satellite TVVia D. Alighieri, 26 - Loc. CEOLE ARCO
tel. 0039 0464 555195
mobile 0039 333 4301983
info@casaubaldo.com
www.casaubaldo.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

15-Casa Ubaldo Fam. Gervasoni Ubaldo
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Valle di Ledro

18-Casa Olimpia Fam. Asprinio Vincenzo

Valle dei Laghi

Via Lasta de l’Ormelin, - 36 LAGOLO
tel. 0039 0461564239
mobile 0039 338 3878566
fax 0039 0461 564239
casaolimpia@akfree.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/asprinio
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 4 / BATHROOM 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

“Casa Olimpia” in Lagolo, a hamlet of Valle dei 
Laghi on the slopes of Monte Bondone, is sur-
rounded by a dark green beechwood, in an elevat-
ed position compared with the nearby oval-shaped 
alpine pool, where you can bathe when it is hot. 
The house, about twenty kilometres from Trento 
and from Riva del Garda, has two double rooms 
for guests and a pretty garden.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: mountain bike, games for
children in the garden

17-Anna Maria Fam. Santolini Anna Maria
A quiet and panoramic home, surrounded by the 
spectacular peaks of the Ledro Alps, only 2 km 
from the shores of Lake Ledro. Originally an old 
hay barn, the building was converted into a house 
in the middle of the last century and completely 
renovated using eco-compatible materials. Com-
fortable and spacious en-suite guest rooms, all in 
wood, with balcony. Use of facilities in the large 
garden and summer kitchenette on the ground 
floor. Tasty breakfasts prepared with local and/or 
organic farm produce.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: internet corner and free wi-fi con-
nection on request

Via B.Daves, 14 - LOCCA CONCEI
tel. 0039 0464 592085
fax 0039 0464 594152
beb.annamaria@alice.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/santolini
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 70 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)
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Terme di Comano

16th century manor house with a large garden 
overlooking Val Giudicarie, half an hour’s drive 
from Riva del Garda. An ideal stopover for nature 
enthusiasts who can enjoy the peace and quiet 
of this place suspended in time. Period furniture 
throughout. Guests can use the comfortable com-
munal areas: breakfast room, library with stereo 
and CD, large room with open fire, drawing room, 
table tennis room. The owners will entertain you 
with stories and legends in front of the fire and 
direct you to the beauty spots in the valley. The 
B&B is open from 1 June to 30 September.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole houseFraz. Gallio, 2 - BLEGGIO SUPERIORE
tel . 0465 779161 - 045 8342355
mobile 0039 348 9145612
fiorio.alessia@libero.it
www.elpalaz.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 5 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 80 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

20-El Palaz Fam. Fiorio di San Cassiano Carlo

Terme di Comano

Situated in the little hamlet of Carès, just two kilo-
metres from Terme di Comano, the “Dolce vita” 
B&B is a delightful portion of a recently renovat-
ed house. The owners – a husband and wife team 
from Piedmont and England respectively – fell in 
love with the beauty of the place during a holiday 
and decided to leave England to move to this cor-
ner of Trentino. Guests are welcomed in a warm 
family atmosphere and share areas of the home 
with the family, from the kitchen for breakfast 
and the living room with satellite TV to the gar-
den with its deck chairs and umbrella. The B&B is 
situated near the Andalo and Pinzolo ski resorts.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house
Fraz. Cares, 66/B – Bleggio Inferiore
tel. 0039 0465 700184
Mobile 0039 320 2177613
piero.rita66@alice.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/caligari
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 4 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

19-Casa Dolce Vita Fam. Caligari Gianpiero
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VALLI GIUDICARIE

Loc. Cappeler – Tione di Trento
Tel. 0039 0465 324562
Mobile 0039 335 6417754
www.bbcappeler.it
info@bbcappeler.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 5 / BATHROOM 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 54 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Cappeler” B&B is situated in a secluded spot 
surrounded by verdant nature just 2 km from the 
town of Tione, within the Adamello Brenta Nature 
Park. The B&B is within easy reach of some of 
the best known tourist destinations in Trentino: 
Pinzolo, Madonna di Campiglio, Molveno, Terme 
di Comano and Riva del Garda. This is the perfect 
place for a holiday dedicated to the art of relaxa-
tion. There are plenty of activities on offer in the 
area: from hiking, cycling trips and fishing to mush-
room picking and mountain climbing. In winter, the 
Pinzolo and Madonna di Campiglio ski slopes are 
just a few kilometres away. The generous breakfast 
is based on typical home-made Trentino products.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: kitchen and breakfast room, bikes on 
loan, discount for the Bolbeno ski slope

21-Cappeler Fam. Alberti Franca

P
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Via Storta, 6 - RAGOLI
tel. 0039 0465 321091 
tel. 0039 347 2917118 
giacomo@ceranelli.it 
www.ceranelli.it 
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 56 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The B&B is situated in Ragoli, in the Valli Giudi-
carie, just 5 kilometres from Tione di Trento and 
close to the Adamello Brenta Nature Park. The re-
cently renovated building preserves the character 
of typical local constructions. The upper part of 
the house, which was once the hayloft, has been 
converted to accommodate the rooms and lounge 
for the guests, offering them the privacy of their 
own space. Close to Ragoli, the ‘ghost’ villages of 
Irone and Cerana are well worth a visit, where the 
B&B also owns a rustic farm building offering the 
perfect setting for a relaxing getaway and an ideal 
base camp for excursions. Terme di Comano is just 
9 km away, while Madonna di Campiglio, Andalo 
and Riva del Garda are all around 30 km away.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: motorbike and bike storage, library, 
TV on request

22-La casa sopra i tetti Fam. Ceranelli

GB
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Valle Rendena

Situated in a tranquil position in the village of 
Pinzolo, near the Adamello Brenta Nature Park 
and Madonna di Campiglio, “La Brisa” is ideally 
located for skiing and walking in the mountains. 
In the vicinity a cycle path, a horse riding centre, 
a cross country ski circuit, an ice stadium, a golf 
course (9 holes) and the Val Rendena Spas. The 
warmth of this larch and pine wood house creates 
a typically mountain atmosphere in which to en-
joy the flavours of our traditions in magnificent 
natural surroundings.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: safe in rooms, breakfast room with 
wood-burning stove

Via Fucine, 49 bis - PINZOLO
tel. 0039 0465 503427
mobile 0039 339 2064408
fax 0039 0465 503427 
bb@labrisa.it
www.labrisa.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

24-La Brisa Fam. Sauda Monica

valle rendena

Via Tione, 89 - DARÈ 
tel. 0039 0465 801425
mobile 333 7412351
fax 0039 0465 801425
g.dorna@virgilio.it
www.bedandbreakfastlagioconda.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOM 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

A recently renovated house in a convenient posi-
tion in Valle Rendena, not far from the main re-
sorts of the area, such as Madonna di Campiglio, 
Pinzolo and Terme di S. Antonio di Caderzone (op-
erating within the national health service). The 
rooms for the exclusive use of guests guarantee 
privacy. The B&B is in the Adamello Brenta Na-
ture Park where you can walk in the woods, on 
well prepared paths, or ride on the cycle lanes 
along the river. There’s a fine garden where you 
can relax.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: sitting room, solarium terrace.
Ideal for groups. Free excursions with mountain guides. 
Modern Greek spoken

23-La Gioconda Fam. Karabatzias Penelope
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25-Anita Fam. Dorati Anelli Gilberta
Spormaggiore offers the possibility of practising 
numerous sports and is the destination of those 
who love walking and trekking (Brenta Mountain 
Group) and of those seeking a holiday of mountains 
and water (Lake Molveno). The “Anita” B&B, in a 
wooden house built using modern technology for 
energy conservation, has two spacious independ-
ent rooms with ensuite furnished with attention 
for detail and the comfort of the guests. Breakfast 
privileges the use of fair trade and local produce.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: barbecue for guests available, wash-
ing machine, panoramic terrace

Via Trento, 36 - SPORMAGGIORE
tel. 0039 0461 653040
mobile 0039 339 7312489
doratimarco@virgilio.it
www.dorati.it
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 70 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Paganella

26-Residenza Garibaldi Fam. Zeni Jasmin
The “Residenza Garibaldi” is situated in Molveno, 
a little town facing onto the lake of the same name, 
nestling among the Brenta Dolomites. The owner 
Ms. Jasmin offers her guests three rooms, each 
with private bathroom, lounge area and a window 
or balcony with a lake view. There are many activ-
ities on offer in summer on the Paganella plateau; 
excursions and hikes into the Dolomites, walking, 
mountain biking, canoeing, fishing, paragliding 
and cultural tours. In winter, the nearby town 
of Andalo has everything a skier could ask for, 
as well as the AcquaIn wellbeing/health spa with 
sauna, steam bath and swimming pool.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: the residence is associated with a 
traditional restaurant, offering a 10% discount to all guests.

Via Garibaldi, 32 - MOLVENO
tel. 0039 0461 586159 
mobile 346 3696826 
angel.inred@alice.it 
www.residenzagaribaldimolveno.altervista.org
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 10
BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE 65 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Paganella
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Val di Non and Val di Sole are two neighbouring valleys united by an unpolluted environ-
ment and abundance of water, plus food and wine traditions enhanced by the Apples 
and Flavours Route. Crossed by the river Noce, Val di Non is a succession of three pla-
teaus, separated by deep gorges and ravines. The distinct feature of the valley are the 
apple orchards, which here have reached a level of excellence recognised throughout 
Italy and are a wonderful sight in blossom time. Worth a visit the numerous castles, 
among which Castel Thun, and the alpine sanctuaries, the most famous one being the 
ancient architectural complex of San Romedio. Particularly interesting are the muse-
ums like the one in Ronzone, in the upper valley, which has an ethnographic section of 
customs and uses of the Val di Non community, a section on alpine fauna and another 
displaying period postcards portraying this area.
Surrounded by the Brenta, Adamello and Ortles-Cevedale mountain chains, Val di Sole, 
instead, features the typical landscape of an alpine valley of glacial origin. The domi-
nating feature is water; first the river Noce that flows down the bottom of the valley 
and is the ideal playground for canoe, kayak and rafting enthusiasts, and secondly all 
the other sparkling streams and sheer waterfalls dotting the landscape. Some of these 
waters have special characteristics and feed the Pejo and Rabbi spa establishments. A 
third of the valley is an integral part of the Adamello Brenta Nature Park and Stelvio 
National Park. Here visitors can enjoy the incomparable scenery of majestic woods of 
forest trees and a wealth of flora. Apart from the magical and regenerating environ-
ment, the valley also has an interesting historical and traditional heritage. Examples 
of this are the churches scattered throughout the area, many of which preserve pre-
cious wooden altars, the Museum of the Val di Sole Civilisation and the Strino Fort, 
on the road to Tonale, an admirable testimony of the First World War, which hosts a 
permanent museum on the white war fought in these mountains. Not to be forgotten 
the numerous possibilities for lovers of mountain sports, in particular skiing, trekking 
and mountaineering.
The two valleys offer visitors a wide range of traditional gastronomic products along 
the itinerary of the Apples and Flavours Route. Apples are the main theme of this 
route winding through the territory. The Golden Delicious, Renetta Canada and Red 
Delicious varieties are the only ones in Italy boasting the D.O.P. mark which certifies 
their quality and uniqueness. The dairy produce is also of good quality and includes the 
Trentingrana, the star of Trentino cheeses, and Casolét, a rarity produced exclusively 
in Val di Sole. A particular smoked sausage called the Mortandèla is another speciality 
of Val di Non.

Val di Sole, Val di Non
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Val di Sole

Via a la Fosina, 6 - CROVIANA
tel.0463 903070
mobile 0039 339 5721591
fax 0039 0463 903070
info@bedandbreakfastcristina.it
www.bedandbreakfastcristina.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Cristina” B&B, in the heart of Val di Sole, 
is surrounded by fields. The house is close to the 
Stelvio National Park and Adamello Brenta Na-
ture Park and not far from the Pejo and Rabbi 
spas. Only 9 km from the Folgarida-Marilleva 
and Madonna di Campiglio lifts. To discover the 
attractions of the valley, in summer and in win-
ter, guests can depend on the advice of the owner, 
a ski and mountain bike instructor, and his wife 
Cristina, a sports and nature enthusiast.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: use of kitchen and washing machine 
on request

28-Cristina Fam. Zanella Cristina

The Leonardi B&B is in Monclassico, in the heart 
of the Brenta Dolomites, near the Spas at Pejo and 
Rabbi. The new Daolasa mountain lifts connecting 
to Folgarida - Marilleva and Madonna di Campiglio 
is just five minutes away. For summer swimming, 
we’re near the park with a small lake; 50 metres 
from the cycle track (40 km); 3 km from the raft-
ing centres in Dimaro, Commezzadura and Caldes; 
and in an area of Nordic Walking routes. Guests 
can enjoy the traditional cuisine of the restaurant 
“Anna”, also run by the Leonardi family and associ-
ated with the “Osteria Tipica Trentina” mark.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: sitting room available to guests

Val di Sole

Via Nazionale, 1082 - MONCLASSICO 
tel. 0039 0463 974023
fax 0039. 0463 970668
info@ristoranteanna.com
www.ristoranteanna.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 54 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

27-Leonardi Fam. Leonardi Carmen
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Val di Sole

Via alla Filanda, 8 - MALÈ
mobile 0039 340 8466933
mobile 0039 339 1943704
info@villaginevra.it
www.villaginevra.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Villa Ginevra” B&B is situated in a quiet cor-
ner of Malè, a tourist destination with every possi-
ble amenity and a wide variety of shops. Guests are 
welcomed in a villa with its own garden boasting 3 
rooms, each of which with independent entrances. 
The following facilities are all within a short walk-
ing distance: cycle path, picnic areas, hiking trails 
of all difficulty levels, rock climbing training wall, 
rafting/canoeing centre and a fun and adventure 
park for kids and grown ups alike. The owners are 
dedicated to ensuring that guests enjoy their holi-
day in a warm, family atmosphere. Ideal for fami-
lies, couples or groups. The excellent breakfast is 
made with traditional, home-made products. Guests 
may use the kitchen. Folgarida-Marilleva, Campiglio, 
Terme di Rabbi and the Adamello Brenta and Stelvio 
Nature Parks are just a few kilometres away.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

29-Villa Ginevra Fam. Giada Pilati

GB D

Val di Sole

Situated in the historic heart of Terzolas, in a 
convenient position in the heart of Val di Sole, a 
few kilometres from the most renowned resorts 
of Trentino: Malè, Rabbi, Folgarida, Marilleva, Ma-
donna di Campiglio, Pejo, Tonale, Stelvio National 
Park and Adamello Brenta, Lake Tovel, the Sanc-
tuary of San Romedio.
Breakfast is served in the dining room of the Os-
teria Alla Corte dei Toldi (Osteria Tipica Trentina) 
on the ground floor. The excellent cuisine will de-
light every palate with tasty dishes carefully pre-
pared with home produced ingredients.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: “Alla Corte dei Toldi” wine-bar 
restaurant with reduction of 10% for guests of the B&B, à 
la carte menu; mini-bar and hairdryer in each room; tourist 
information material available; local products on sale

Via dei Falidoni, 32 - TERZOLAS
tel. 0039 0463 901038 
mobile 0039 338 8930089
mammarosa@sleepandfood.com
www.sleepandfood.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 8 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

30-Mamma Rosa Fam. Daprà Andrea
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Val di Sole

Loc. Tassè fraz. S.Bernardo-RABBI
tel. 0039 0463 985122
fax 0039 0463 985122
pierangelo.gionta1@tin.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/cicolini
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Cicolini Patrizia” B&B is situated in the pic-
turesque Valle di Rabbi in the Tassè locality, in a 
very panoramic position on the road to Val di Sole. 
The guest rooms have recently been renovated and 
now have a television and separate bathroom.
Besides the B&B, the Cicolini family also runs a 
bar with a large breakfast room.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

32-Cicolini Patrizia Fam. Cicolini Patrizia

P
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Val di Sole

Fraz. PIAZZOLA, 172 - RABBI
tel. 0039 0463 985114
mobile 0039 338 4446800
fax 0039 0463 985114 
info@casadellasorgente.it
www.casadellasorgente.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Situated in Piazzola, a hamlet of Valle di Rabbi in 
the unpolluted Stelvio National Park, “Alla Casa 
della Sorgente” is a recently renovated mountain 
house with a romantic atmosphere and country 
style furniture. The house has a spacious garden 
with solarium where guests can relax and enjoy 
the wonderful view across the valley. The holiday 
can be combined with well-being services and 
naturopathic treatment offered by the family.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: naturopathic treatment on request

31-Alla Casa Della Sorgente Fam. Paternoster Adriana

TVP
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Val di non

Via 25 Aprile – ROMALLO
tel. 0039 0463 432880
fax 0039 0463 432121 
novella.bb@alice.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/magagna
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 5 / BATHROOM 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Novella” B&B is on the main road in Roma-
llo, Val di Non, within a splendid setting of alpine 
ranges, right near the Novella River Park. Novella 
is a torrent that over thousands of years has cre-
ated a fascinating naturalist and scenic route of 
great scientific interest. B&B Novella offers two 
double and one single room to a total of five beds, 
with a comfortable bathroom and a large and sce-
nic terrace overlooking the mountains. An inti-
mate stube lit by the sun helps to start the day 
with the tastes and scents of a genuine land.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: large solarium terrace

34-Novella Fam. Magagna Lucia

Val di non

Via Conti Arsio, 19 - REVÒ
tel. 0039 0463 432152
mobile 0039 335 8336838
fax 0039 0463 432152 
dflaim@tin.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/pozzatti
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 4 / BATHROOM 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Situated in Revò, a small village in Val di Non close 
to Lake Santa Giustina, the house has a splendid 
view of the whole valley and surrounding moun-
tains. The family has chosen to run the B&B using 
methods compatible with the environment. Guests 
are accommodated in rooms furnished with taste 
and care for detail and the owner introduces them 
to the products of the valley and Trentino.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: kitchen, wide terrace, large garden

33-Casa Incantata Fam. Pozzatti Flaim Daniela31-Alla Casa Della Sorgente Fam. Paternoster Adriana
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Val di non

In the small village of Smarano, on the Altopiano 
della Predaia, not far from the main tourist at-
tractions of Val di Non, the Corrà family offers 
guests rooms furnished with care and attention 
for detail. Local sausages, including the famous 
‘Mortandela’ which the family produces in its own 
butcher’s shop, are served with breakfast. Central 
to enchanting places like Lake Tovel and the Sanc-
tuary of San Romedio.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: display case of local products.

Via Ottone Brentari, 12 - SMARANO
tel. 0039 0463 536374
mobile 0039 340 3406785
fax 0039 0463 536160
info@fam-corra.com
www.fam-corra.com

ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

36-Famiglia Corrà Fam. Moggiol Corrà Cristina

VAL DI NON

The “Lasta” B&B is situated in Romallo, in Val 
di Non, at the feet of Monte Ozolo. The B&B is 
conveniently located within easy reach of the 
main tourist attractions in Val di Non (Novella 
River Park, the San Romedio sanctuary, Lago di 
Tovel and the Maddalene Chain). The B&B offers 
its guests a family atmosphere in a tastefully ap-
pointed ambience furnished with family antiques. 
The owners are passionate about the mountain 
and their valley, and will be more than happy to 
offer suggestions for trips and excursions in both 
summer and winter (hiking, cycling, snowshoeing, 
ski-touring etc.).

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: ski room, wide terrace, hairdryer, cot 
on request, child seat. Kitchenette, tool box for bikes

Via Pineta, 7 - ROMALLO 
tel. 0039 0463 432481
mobile 0039 348 6100986
fax 0039. 0463 432481
brunoeloretta@alice.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/zentile
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

35-Lasta Fam. Zentile Bruno
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Val di non

Via San Vigilio, 25 - TASSULLO
tel.0463 450089
mobile 0039 333 9317566 
 0039 329 8139004 
bmarcob@msn.com
www.bedandbreakfast-benvenuti.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 8 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Benvenuti” B&B is situated in the Val di Non, 
in the heart of western Trentino. The Trento-Malé 
line rail station is just a few metres away, offering 
a link to the railway stations of Mezzocorona and 
Trento and with the Val di Sole. Mirta and Marco 
welcome their guests in their home in the town 
centre. The house, renovated in 2008, has always 
been a cornerstone of local life (the family also 
runs a bar and a supermarket). Three bedrooms 
have been created (one of which ideal for a family), 
which have been named after local hermitages to 
evoke their introspective atmosphere and to bring 
a little of that character into the B&B itself - a 
place of relaxation where guests can rediscover 
the tranquillity of small town life.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: sauna, gym, lounge area, table foot-
ball and pool. Laundry, internet point and fax, independent 
heating. Serbian and Croatian speaking

38-Benvenuti Fam. Benvenuti Marco

Val di non

Cordial family hospitality in an old house renovat-
ed with care retaining its traditional character-
istics. The “Del Dorigat” bed & breakfast is situ-
ated on the “Val di Non and Val di Sole Apples and 
Flavours Route” with which it is associated. Not 
far away naturalistic and historic-cultural attrac-
tions such as the Adamello Brenta Nature Park 
with Lake Tovel, the Sanctuary of San Romedio 
and old castles.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: mountain bikes available

Via Garibaldi, 5 fraz. Sanzenone 
TASSULLO
tel. 0039 0463 454001
mobile 0039 333 2124593
deldorigat@yahoo.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/odorizzi
ROOMS 1 / SLEEPS 3 / BATHROOM 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 55 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

37-Del Dorigat Fam. Odorizzi Bruna
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Bounded on the south by Vallagarina and on the north by the province of Bolzano, 
Valle dell’Adige encompasses the whole of the valley floor through which its river 
flows. The most important centre is Trento, a town of Roman origins and the link 
between the Latin and Middle-European cultures. The capital is rich in cultural and 
artistic testimonies. The symbol of Trento is Buonconsiglio Castle, the residence 
of the Prince Bishops since the 13th century and composed of several buildings. 
The most interesting part is the Magno Palazzo with its refined frescoes and el-
egant loggias. Also of great interest is the Romanesque cathedral dedicated to Saint 
Vigilio and facing Piazza del Duomo dominated by the Neptune fountain and sur-
rounded by ancient frescoed palazzos. The gentle hills around the city are covered 
in vineyards, mostly of Chardonnay grapes used to make the Spumante TRENTO-
DOC, the principal product of the Trento Wine and Flavours Route and one of the top 
expressions of national sparkling wines. The city is dominated by Mount Bondone, 
a winter and summer tourist destination. In the warmest months it offers a wide 
range of itineraries in the woods and fields and in winter you can ski here on pistes 
of varying difficulty. 
For wine enthusiasts a trip along the Wine and Flavours Route of the Piana Rotaliana, 
north of the capital, is an absolute must. Here the native Teroldego vine, cultivated 
in the large fertile plain, produces an intense and full-bodied red wine. This area 
is considered to be a wine-making centre of international importance owing to the 
existence of the renowned wineries of still and sparkling wines and the presence of 
the centenary Agricultural Institute of San Michele all’Adige. Other local products 
are the white asparagus of Zambana and the Trentino Grappa made with Teroldego 
marcs. Worth a visit is the Museum of Uses and Customs of the Trentino People in 
San Michele all’Adige, hosted in the ancient monastery of the Provost. 
It is one of the most important Italian centres of local ethnography and recon-
structs the everyday life of the Trentino rural community: agriculture, crafts, 
folklore, religious devotion and traditions. North-east of Trento stretches the cap-
tivating Val di Cembra with vineyard terraces where the Müller Thurgau grape has 
found a natural habitat and produces a fragrant and very aromatic wine of excel-
lent quality. This wine and Trentino Grappa are the pride of the Wine and Flavours 
Route of the Avisio Hills, Faedo and Valle di Cembra.

Piana Rotaliana, Valle dell’Adige, Trento
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Via Borgo Nuovo, 57 - MEZZOCORONA
tel. 0039 0461 619210
mobile 0039 339 3631917
fax 0039. 0461 619210
m.orgler@virgilio.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/orgler 

ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Piana Rotaliana

Piana Rotaliana

40-Fiamozzi Fam. Fiamozzi Carlo

Via S. Marco, 5 - MEZZOCORONA
tel. 0039 0461 619074
mobile 0039 338 8735036
fiemozzi45@interfree.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/fiamozzi
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 10 / BATHROOM 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

In the recently built home of a winegrowing family, 
just a short distance from the centre of Mezzoco-
rona and near the main routes in Valle dell’Adige, 
the “Fiamozzi” bed and breakfast is ideal for those 
who want to discover the more picturesque areas 
not only in Trentino, but also in the South Tyrol. 
Guests will have the chance to live an experience 
in contact with the reality of the countryside, 
sharing activities with the owners, producers of 
wine and apples.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

Located in the picturesque town of Mezzocorona, 
in the verdant Piana Rotaliana, the “Martina” B&B 
is a house with a large garden and is the ideal des-
tination for a short weekend getaway, just 2 km 
from the San Michele all’Adige – Mezzocorona mo-
torway exit. This is the perfect starting point for 
a different excursion every day to visit the main 
tourist attractions and other, lesser known desti-
nations in the TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE region.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: living room, garden with play-
ground, veranda with table football

39-Martina Fam. Orgler Corrà Martina
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Via Brennero, 10 Loc. CADINO FAEDO
tel. 0039 0461 669001
mobile 0039 339 8031679
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/caldonazzi
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 56 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

A peaceful oasis in the green vineyards of Valle 
dell’Adige, not far from the small centre of San 
Michele, well-known for its quality wine produc-
tion. The “Caldonazzi” B&B is the ideal touring 
base for visiting the towns and countryside of 
Trentino and nearby Alto Adige, not only by car 
(the house is close to the motorway and the Bren-
ner state road) but also by bike along the Adige 
cycle track.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

41-Caldonazzi Fam. Caldonazzi Mariano

TVP
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Piana Rotaliana

Via alle Coste, 24 - COGNOLA 
DI TRENTO
tel. 0039 0461 983783 
mobile 0039 346 2309185
fax 0039 0461 983783
lorenza.paris@bedandbreakfastallecoste.it
www.bedandbreakfastallecoste.it
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 65 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

On the Trento hillside, a few kilometres from the 
historic centre and main roads and railways, the 
“Alle Coste” B&B nestles in the greenery and is 
furnished with care. It offers family hospitality 
ideal for passing travellers and for tourists seek-
ing a location to explore not only the attractions 
of the capital and Trentino, but also those of near-
by Alto Adige.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: table football, table tennis and spa-
cious garden available for guests

Valle dell’adige

42-Alle Coste Fam. Paris Lorenza
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44-Casa Pompermaier Fam. Pontalti Lucia

Valle dell’adige

Via Gabbiolo, 22 - Fraz. POVO, TRENTO
mobile 0039 348 8208977
livia@cabiancatrento.it
www.cabiancatrento.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 65 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Not far from the historic centre of Trento and 
the main city monuments, “Casa Pompermaier” is 
the ideal location for visiting the historical sites 
of the City of the Council of Trent and its green 
surroundings and for participation in the cultural 
events organised in Trento throughout the year 
without forgoing a quiet family hospitality. The 
house is situated in the north part of the town, 
close to the railway station and within easy reach 
of the motorway exit.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: bikes available, TV on requestVia Lavisotto, 69 - TRENTO
tel. 0039 0461 822190
mobile 0039 346 6695886
fax 0039 0461 822190
info@casapompermaier.it
www.casapompermaier.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 70 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Valle dell’adige

At just 3 km from the centre, in the peace and 
greenery of the hills around Trento, this B&B is in 
an ancient farm surrounded by a very large flowery 
garden, with a kitchen garden and an orchard. A few 
minutes walk and we can reach the Science and En-
gineering faculty and the Povo square where there’s 
a supermarket, services, a pizzeria and a restau-
rant. There’s a bus stop and in five minutes we can 
reach the town centre and the railway station. The 
rooms are comfortable and welcoming, and have a 
view of the mountains and of the garden, where in 
summer we serve an abundant breakfast rich in lo-
cal specialities (cakes, jam, honey, ham, salami and 
cheese). For our guests there are guides, maps and 
literature on the area and on the main local events. 
Discounts for families with babies.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: spacious garden, cot, bottle warmer,
board games

43-Ca’ Bianca Fam. Liotta Maria Livia
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Valle dell’adige

Via G.B. FATTORI, 16 - TRENTO
tel. 0039 0461 992540 
mobile 0039 335 5316388
 0039 339 8598261 
fax 0039 0461 992540 
info@bb-alparcodimelta.it
www.bb-alparcodimelta.it
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 5 / BATHROOM 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Al Parco di Melta” B&B is the perfect so-
lution for anyone who wants to visit Trento or 
spend a delightful holiday in Trentino. The B&B 
is situated in a verdant, quiet area north of the 
city. The historical city centre is easily reachable 
in a few minutes by bicycle, using the cycle path, 
or by public transport. The rooms are all on the 
ground floor, which is reserved entirely for the 
guests’ use only. The B&B boasts a large garden, 
where breakfast may be served in summer, with a 
spectacular vista of the surrounding mountains.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: lounge room, bikes on loan, transfer 
from/to station by request

45-Al Parco di Melta Fam. Nardelli Claudio e Irma

Aldeno, on the border between Vallagarina and 
Valle dell’Adige (14 km from Trento and Rovereto) 
is mainly a farming area and the Giuliani family 
grow apples and grapes for their own use. The 
house is newly-built and has a solar panel system. 
There are three bedrooms for guests: one double 
and one single with bath and one twin-bedded (or 
double) with separate bathroom, all with independ-
ent access. During the summer season breakfast, 
with Trentino products and home-grown fruit, is 
served in the large garden under the pergola.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house
P.zza Segantini, 7 - ALDENO
tel. 0039 0461 842410
mobile 0039 339 4663799
b-and-bilgrappolo@libero.it
www.ilgrappolodialdeno.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 5 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 55 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

46-Il Grappolo Fam. Giuliani Bruna

valle dell’adige
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Encompassed by the Eastern Dolomites, the valleys of Fiemme and Fassa are 
among the most well-known resorts of Trentino owing to the beauty of their natu-
ral landscapes. Their valleys feature some of the most important dolomite moun-
tains, such as Sella, Catinaccio, the Torri del Vajolet, the Marmolada and Latemar, 
together with a vast forest property and huge expanses of green pasturelands. The 
outstanding holiday offer of the two valleys includes a wide range of winter and 
summer sports, such as skiing, cross-country, skating, cycling, trekking, horse rid-
ing, mountaineering, golf and fishing. Tourism, however, is not the only strongpoint 
of this region, which has an interesting cultural heritage. Val di Fassa is one of the 
five Ladin communities in the Dolomites and its culture has been promoted and 
protected for over thirty years by the Ladin Cultural Institute. Evidence of this 
tradition is conserved in the Fassa Ladin Museum where scenes of the daily life of 
the community have been reconstructed. 
Val di Fiemme, instead, has a strong independent tradition evidenced by the cen-
turies-old existence of the Magnifica Comunità di Fiemme, a system of self-govern-
ment, which administers the valley’s vast forest property.
On the eastern side of Val di Fiemme is Passo Rolle, which leads to Primiero and 
Valle del Vanoi, the eastern border of Trentino. This area winds through very im-
pressive mountain scenery dominated by the magnificent Pale di San Martino. Most 
of this territory boasts an extraordinary environment and is understandably pro-
tected by the Paneveggio Pale di San Martino Nature Park.
Farther south the Lagorai, the largest mountain chain of Trentino, preserves an 
environment still intact and is the ideal destination for long hikes in its wild and ex-
tremely attractive landscape. Lastly the little Valle del Vanoi with its ethnographic 
path where you can admire the culture, traditions and activities of bygone times. 
Important features of this alpine area is the zootechnical activity and excellent 
dairy products. The animals are kept in cowsheds during the winter months and 
then taken to the mountain pasturelands in summer. So, it is not by chance that 
the Cheese Route of the Dolomites winds through Val di Fiemme, Val di Fassa and 
Primiero. The main products of this route are Puzzone di Moena, a protected Slow 
Food cheese, which has a strong smell and taste and is still based on very old reci-
pes; Nostrano di Fassa, another strong cheese redolent of the mountain pastures 
where the cows graze; the aromatic Caprino di Cavalese; the Tosèla, a mild cheese 
best eaten after being browned in a pan or on a hotplate; and Nostrano del Primiero 
tasting of herbs and strong aromas.

Val di Fiemme, Val di Fassa, 
San Martino di Castrozza
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val di fiemme

Via Pillocco - CAVALESE
tel. 0039 0462 342126
mobile 0039 333 4478600
ilnido.anna@hotmail.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/chelodi
ROOMS 2 / SLEEPS 5 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 70 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “Il Nido” B&B is situated in a quiet, sunny 
corner of Cavalese. Surrounded by garden, the 
B&B has a large, comfortable room sleeping 2-4 
with bathroom, independent entrance, terrace and 
parking space. Breakfast is served in a tastefully 
appointed, family ambience with genuine products 
such as delicious jams made by the owner herself. 
Just a short distance away are downhill ski slopes, 
cross country ski circuits and spectacular forest 
and mountain trails to be explored in summer on 
foot or by bike and in winter with ski-touring equip-
ment or snow shoes. With its discreet, straightfor-
ward atmosphere in keeping with the spirit of the 
mountain, “Il Nido” is the perfect place for families 
who practice sport looking for a welcoming haven 
of relaxation and tranquillity.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

48-Il Nido Fam. Chelodi Comai Anna

val di fiemme

A recently restored house retaining all the fea-
tures of farm life. Situated in Castello di Fiemme, 
this B&B is perfect for a holiday combining a fam-
ily ambience and sport, in summer and winter. 
Val di Fiemme offers a wealth of opportunities for 
enjoyment in nature. The family welcomes guests 
in elegant surroundings with antique and artistic 
furniture.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITITES: breakfast room for guests use, bike 
and ski storage room, Internet access in all rooms

Via Roma, 12 - CASTELLO MOLINA
DI FIEMME  
tel. 0039 0462 341665
mobile 0039 335 7283044
mobile 0039 333 8758936
norberto@alice.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/cavada
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 64 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

47-Casa Riz Fam. Cavada Riz Elisabetta
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val di fiemme

Via Vaselai, 7 - PANCHIÀ
tel. 0039 0462 813466
mobile 0039 340 5342118
 0039 340 6000764
fax 0039 0462 813466
rolando3000@libero.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/varesco
ROOMS 1 / SLEEPS 2 / BATHROOMS 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The “L’Abete” B&B is in a sunny and panoramic 
position, not far from the centre of Panchià, a 
typical village in the Valle di Fiemme. The Varesco 
family offers guests a bedroom and bathroom on 
the ground floor, with an independent entrance di-
rectly from the garden. For relaxing in the sun, a 
small garden is available to guests. Nearby, there 
is a well-being centre with sauna and steam bath.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITITES: Slovak, Polish and Czech spoken

50-L’abete Fam. Varesco Rolando

val di fiemme

Situated in the small centre of Panchià, a short 
distance from the main resorts of Valle di Fiemme 
and Fassa, this family-run home is furnished in 
traditional style with additional decorations cre-
ated by the owner. Ideal for sports and nature lov-
ers. The cross-country stadium, ice rink and ski 
jumping hill within easy reach. In summer excur-
sions to the refuges and mountain dairies to taste 
the local products.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

Via Giantrettel, 8 - PANCHIÀ  
tel. 0039 0462 813623
mobile 0039 340 6057493
fax 0039. 0462 813623 
bb.famciuffo@virgilio.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/ciuffo
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

49-La Casa delle Bambole Fam. De Marco Ciuffo Daniela
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val di fassa

Situated on the road from Canazei to Passo Sella, 
Pian dei Schiavaneis, surrounded by some of the 
most beautiful rock walls in the Dolomites (Piz 
Ciavazes – Sass Pordoi), is one of the most impor-
tant spots for sports climbing in the Dolomites. 
The B&B premises are on the first floor of a big 
house owned by the Giacomozzi family (who also 
run the bar and restaurant on the ground floor). 
Three mansard bedrooms with a lovely view of the 
Dolomites and large private bathrooms are avail-
able to guests.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house
Strèda de Sela, 14 - CANAZEI
tel. 0039 0462 601338
mobile 0039 338 1864984
fax 0039 0462 601338
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/giacomozzi
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 3 
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 70 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

52-Pian dei Schiavaneis Fam. Giacomozzi Roberto

val di fiemme

The solid wood and antique Tyrolean style furni-
ture in this B&B is complemented by dried flowers, 
antique pictures and other decorations of local 
tradition, creating an elegant, cosy and thorough-
ly relaxing atmosphere. In the tradition of family 
hospitality, the “Pink Rose” room has an en-suite; 
the “Blue Rose” and “Yellow Rose” rooms share 
a large bathroom and are perfect for families or 
friends. Danila, the landlady, serves an extensive 
buffet breakfast with typical local products.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: bedrooms and communal areas for 
non-smokers

Via Saronch, 16 - PREDAZZO
tel. 0039 0462 501426
mobile 0039 333 5264466
info@rosedibosco.it
www.rosedibosco.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

51-Rose di Bosco Fam. Longo Danila

TVP
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S. martino

Loc. Pezze Alte
fraz. PIEVE TRANSACQUA
tel. 0039 0439 64813
mobile 0039 333 4749382
iassi@libero.it
www.baitazeni.altrevista.org
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 8 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Baita Zeni is just 3 km from the heart of the Valle 
di Primiero and its panoramic patios offer a view 
over the towns in the valley, the Pale di San Mar-
tino mountain chain, the Vette Feltrine peaks and 
Val Canali. An archaeological site dated to the 
Iron Age has recently been discovered near the 
B&B. The rooms all enjoy scenic views of either 
the valley or the mountains. The lounge avail-
able for use by guests has satellite TV and maps 
for mountain bike and hiking excursions. A well 
known path passes just 50 m from the house, dat-
ing back from when the area was under Austrian 
rule and which can still be ridden by bicycle all 
the way from Germany.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: transfer, outside kitchen, bikes on 
loan, wi-fi, shuttle for free, garden with solarium, lounge 
room.

54-Baita Zeni Fam. Salvadori Alba

S. martino

Via Guselini, 12 - IMER 
tel. 0039 0439 67119
mobile 0039 348 2433702
tomaspaola@libero.it
www.bed-breakfastcasapaola.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Surrounded by a garden, the “Casa Paola” B&B is 
not far from Fiera di Primiero and San Martino 
di Castrozza, centres with plenty of amenities 
for summer and winter holidays. All rooms are 
furnished with care and perfect for families with 
children. Locally produced food served with break-
fast. The owner is always ready to help organise 
excursions in the valley.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: Internet access in rooms, garden 
with swing

53-Casa Paola Fam. Tomas Paola

TVP
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Valsugana, on the eastern side of Trentino, stretches to the borders of Veneto. Visitors 
to this valley recall its beautiful and varied environments: the lakes, the Lagorai moun-
tain chain, the small side valleys, like Val di Sella and the green Altopiano del Tesino. 
The tourist offer of the westernmost part of the valley, Upper Valsugana, is highlighted 
by the lakes of Caldonazzo and Levico, perfect places for watersports, and the spas of 
Levico and Roncegno, fed by arsenic ferruginous waters with important therapeutic 
properties. Visitors will find uncontaminated environments in the San Cristoforo, Levico 
and Roncegno biotopes, natural habitats for many species of aquatic fauna. 
Situated in this part of the valley are some forts, built in the late 19th century by the 
Hapsburg Empire to defend the border from the Italians, and some castles including 
the one overlooking Pergine. On the left side of the upper valley lies Val dei Mocheni 
and the Altopiano di Piné. The former is an ideal destination for discovering some of 
the oldest traditions of Trentino: its population still speak an ancient idiom of German 
origin and the ‘masi’, typical mountain farmsteads, preserve the original architecture of 
stonewalled houses with wooden balconies. The Altopiano di Piné, with the lakes of Ser-
raia and Piazze, is chiefly a tourist resort, but also agriculture and craft trades play an 
important role in the economy of the area. Tesino and Eastern Valsugana are, instead, 
united by a natural unspoilt landscape dotted with medieval castles and caves.
Pothole enthusiasts are sure to enjoy, for instance, an excursion to the Castello Tesino 
grotto, known as “Bus de la Lora”, a natural karst cavity winding for about four hun-
dred metres through mazes and galleries created inside the mountain over thousands 
of years. The Eastern Valsugana and Tesino borderlands are also interesting from a 
cultural point of view. Here you can find simple works of art in the little churches, old 
military forts and, Arte Sella, a permanent open air exhibition of unusual contemporary 
artistic constructions made with natural material, among which the most impressive 
and attractive one is the Vegetal Cathedral.

Valsugana, Pinè, Valle dei Mocheni
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Valsugana

Loc. Tesobbo, 11 - MONTE DI MEZZO 
RONCEGNO
tel. 0039 0461 773185 
mobile 0039 349 3567916 
info@montetesobo.it
www.montetesobo.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERSONE IN CAMERA DOPPIA)

Surrounded by chestnut and acacia woods, the 
B&B is a renovated traditional mountain farm-
house. Situated in a panoramic position, with a 
splendid view of the Lagorai chain, the house has 
a garden and is only 2 km from Roncegno Terme 
and close to Artesella, an interesting exhibition 
of open-air contemporary art. Furnished in wood, 
the three comfortable bedrooms each bear the 
name of a herb produced in the garden. Breakfast, 
prepared with genuine products, is served in the 
woodpanelled ‘stube’ heated by an old majolica 
tiled stove in winter. The owners are horse lov-
ers.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: kitchen and terrace

56-Monte Tesobo Fam. Dal Fior Zurlo Stefania

Valsugana

Surrounded by a garden in the little centre of Car-
zano, halfway between Trento and Bassano del 
Grappa, the B&B is situated in a hilly area with a 
lovely view of Valsugana. The house is close to the 
road leading to Passo Manghen and a few kilome-
tres from Borgo Valsugana, a good departure point 
for excursions in the mountains. Guests can enjoy 
excellent fish dishes prepared in the restaurant 
run by the family.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: hairdryer and intercom in room, 
breakfast room, equipped garden

Via 18 Settembre, 35 - CARZANO
tel. 0039 0461 766177
fax 0039 0461 767942
www.le-rose.it
beb@le-rose.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 4 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 €
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

55-Le Rose Fam. Piva Rita

TVP
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57-Piagaro Fam. Casagrande Giuliana
Piagaro, a hamlet of Borgo Valsugana, lies at the 
beginning of Val di Sella. The completely reno-
vated building retains the original design of rural 
houses, with an inner courtyard, where breakfast 
is served in summer. It has two bedrooms sharing 
the same bathroom (ideal for families and friends) 
and one en-suite room, a breakfast room with sofa 
and a small cosy reading room decorated with 
frescos.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: snowshoes and bicycles available to 
guests

Loc. Piagaro - BORGO VALSUGANA
tel. 0039 0461 751115
mobile 0039 360 265482
info@piagaro.it
www.piagaro.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

Valsugana

58-Ai Boccheri Fam. Nardin Marcella
Situated on a natural balcony in a hamlet in the 
heart of Valsugana. Lella, a decorator and re-
storer, has creatively given life and colours to 
this small house surrounded by a country garden. 
The three bedrooms on the mezzanine floor are 
decorated in detail and furnished with period fur-
niture and traditional objects. The bathroom has 
the atmosphere of bygone toilet rooms. The ‘stube’ 
for breakfast is on the ground floor. The village of 
Roncegno was already known in the 19th century 
for its arsenic-ferruginous spa waters.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house
Loc. Boccheri, 4 - RONCEGNO
tel. 0039 0461 764779
mobile 0039 388 0242424
boccheri@hotmail.it
www.trentinobedandbreakfast.it/nardin
www.montagnaebenessere.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 6 / BATHROOMS 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 55 € 
(2 PERSONE IN CAMERA DOPPIA)

Valsugana
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Valsugana

Via per Vetriolo, 36 - LEVICO TERME 
tel. 0039 0461 707199
mobile 0039 339 2104155
bedandbreakfastdomusflavia@yahoo.it
www.bedandbreakfastdomusflavia.com
CAMERE 2 / POSTI LETTO 3 / BAGNI 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 70 €
(2 PERS IN CAMERA DOPPIA)

The “Domus Flavia” B&B is not a hotel but a bed 
and breakfast similar to the traditional English 
formula (with guests staying in the family home) 
and a member of the exclusive “Quality Bed & 
Breakfast in Trentino” Association. The B&B has 
earned the European Ecolabel mark as certifica-
tion of eco-compatibility. The house consists of an 
entire apartment, making it the ideal solution for 
couples or families, in a villa surrounded by na-
ture located in Levico Terme Lago in Valsugana, 
approximately 500 m from the town centre, from 
the Hapsburg Park and from the Thermal baths, 1 
km from the lake and a spectacular cycle path and 
approximately 20 minutes from skiing facilities.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

OTHER FACILITIES: living room, kitchenette, bathroom, 
hairdryer, terrace, garden, ski and bike room, table tennis, 
library, dogs allowed

60-Domus Flavia Fam. DeCarli Stefano

Valsugana

The “Casa Giovanna” B&B is situated half way be-
tween Levico and Roncegno and is easily reached 
by car, by public transport or – via the Valsugana 
cycle path – by bicycle. This is the perfect start-
ing point for excursions to the surrounding moun-
tains or visits to the nearby valleys. Health spas, 
thermal baths, the Acropark, a riding school and a 
BMX trail are all within a few kilometres. Numer-
ous cultural and sports events organised in the 
villages and towns in the valley make for a truly 
complete holiday. The B&B has two spacious, 
comfortable rooms while breakfast recreates the 
age old custom of eating together around a single 
table, with local and/or organic products and ber-
ries grown by the owners.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: barbecue, beach umbrella, lawn 
chair, bikes, tools box

Via delle scuole, 22 - fraz. Campiello
LEVICO TERME
tel. 0039 0461 721132
mobile 0039 348 0984713
xoomer.virgilio.it/casa_giovanna
CAMERE 2 / POSTI LETTO 6 / BAGNI 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 70 € 
(2 PERSONE IN CAMERA DOPPIA)

59-Casa Giovanna Fam. Cuozzo Giongo Giovanna
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Valsugana

Via Silvia Domini, 25 - LEVICO TERME
tel. 0039 0461 707109
mobile 0039 340 3936842
bbdaedo@yahoo.it
http://it.geocities.com/bbdaedo
CAMERE 1 / POSTI LETTO 2 / BAGNI 1
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERS IN CAMERA DOPPIA)

The “Da Edo” B&B is near the Imperial Grand Ho-
tel, on the road linking Levico with Selva. The his-
toric centre of Levico is reachable on foot across 
the Hapsburg Park leading to the renowned spas, 
popular since 1860, where you can book cycles of 
treatment, some under the National Health Serv-
ice. The comfortable and pleasant apartment on 
the ground floor has a double bedroom, bath and 
kitchen-dinette.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

61-Da Edo Fam. Negriolli Edda

P

Valsugana

In a very peaceful part of the town of Pergine, 
a short distance from Trento and from the Cal-
donazzo and Levico lakes, the “Ospiti di Barbara” 
B&B is ideal for families with small children and 
for those who want a completely relaxing holiday. 
Our guests, hosted in a recent building, can relax 
in the large garden, take walks around the lakes 
and every morning enjoy an excellent breakfast 
prepared by the owner with jams and cakes using 
small fruit from Sant’Orsola.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

Strada del Mani, 5 - PERGINE 
VALSUGANA
tel. 0039 0461 531916
mobile 0039 339 4680435
fax 0039 0461 531916 
info@ospitidibarbara.it
www.ospitidibarbara.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 64 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

62-Ospiti di Barbara Fam. Lorenzi Barbara

P
DGB
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Pinè

In an eighteenth century house, in the hills at 
Bosco di Civezzano, this bed and breakfast of-
fers guests a large garden and a fine terrace with 
views of the Levico and Caldonazzo lakes. The 
position is ideal for excursions to Trento, and to 
Valsugana and Valle di Cembra. Nature lovers can 
also, for the entire year, follow itineraries of both 
naturalistic and mineral interest, and in winter 
they can organise snowshoe excursions. Courses 
are organised in the use of felt.

SEPARATE B&B: sharing part of the house

Fraz. Bosco, 57 - CIVEZZANO
tel. 0039 0461 851019
mobile 0039 339 5737505
fax 0039 0461 851019
bb.loredana@gmail.com 
www.bbloredana.it
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 7 / BATHROOMS 3
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 60 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

64-Loredana Fam. Coser Loredana

valle dei mocheni

Loc. Stefani, 5 - SANT’ORSOLA TERME
tel. 0039 0461 540029
mobile 0039 348 6449091
ing.turri@gmail.com 
www.bebgian.com
ROOMS 3 / SLEEPS 5 / BATHROOMS 2
APPROXIMATE PRICE: 50 € 
(2 PERS. IN DOUBLE ROOM)

The welcoming “Gian” B&B is on the edge of 
Stefani, a small and peaceful locality, part of 
the town of Sant’Orsola Terme in Valle dei Mo-
cheni, better known as the Enchanted Valley. 
From here, the towns of Pergine Valsugana and 
Levico Terme are at just a short distance, while 
the provincial capital city of Trento is at 20 km. 
The areas and services available to guests are: 
2 double rooms and 1 single, total five beds; 
1 bathroom with shower, 1 with a bathtub, 1 
breakfast room.

FAMILY-RUN B&B: sharing the whole house

OTHER FACILITIES: linen and towels, use of washing 
machine, iron and fridge. Ski and bike storage

63-Gian Fam. Turri Dalbosco Daniela
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LEGENDA

P Parking space

Big pets allowed 

Small pets allowed

Inside children’s play area

Outside children’s play area

Green area

Bike storage

Motorbike storage

Books available

TV on requestTV

B&B member of the VAL DI NON AND VAL DI SOLE 
APPLES AND FLAVOURS ROUTE

B&B member of the FIEMME, FASSA AND PRIMIERO 
DOLOMITE CHEESE ROUTE

B&B member of the VALLAGARINA 
WINE AND FLAVOURS ROUTE

B&B member of the PIANA ROTALIANA  
WINE AND FLAVOURS ROUTE

B&B member of the TRENTO VALSUGANA  
WINE AND FLAVOURS ROUTE

B&B member of CUORERURALE 

“ECOLABEL” Environmental Quality Certificate

B&B member of the QUALITÀ PARCO

B&B member of DOLOMITI BRENTA BIKE
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TOURIST INFORMATION:

Azienda per il Turismo
TRENTO MONTE BONDONE 
E VALLE DEI LAGHI
Via Manci 2 
38100 Trento
Tel. 0039 0461 216000
Fax 0039 0461 232426
informazioni@apt.trento.it
www.apt.trento.it

Azienda per il Turismo
VAL DI FIEMME
Via Fratelli Bronzetti 60
38033 Cavalese
Tel. 0039 0462 241111
Fax 0039 0462 241199
info@visitf iemme.it
www.visitf iemme.it

Azienda per il Turismo
VAL DI FASSA
Strèda Roma 36 
38030 Canazei
Tel. 0039 0462 609500
Fax 0039 0462 602278
info@fassa.com
www.fassa.com

Azienda per il Turismo
SAN MARTINO DI CASTROZZA, 
PRIMIERO E VANOI
Via Passo Rolle 165 
38058 San Martino di 
Castrozza
Tel. 0039 0439 768867
Fax 0039 0439 768814
info@sanmartino.com
www.sanmartino.com

Azienda per il Turismo 
VALSUGANA
Villa Sissi - Parco delle Terme 3
38056 Levico Terme
Tel. 0039 0461 706101 
Fax 0039 0461 706004
info@valsugana.info
www.valsugana.info

TRENTINO S.p.A. DESTINATION 
MARKETING ORGANIZATION
Via Romagnosi 11 – 38100 Trento
booking@visittrentino.it
www.visittrentino.it 

INGARDA TRENTINO
Azienda per il Turismo
Largo Medaglio d’oro 
38066 Riva del Garda
Tel. 0039 0464 554444 
Fax 0039 0464 520308
info@gardatrentino.it
www.gardatrentino.it

Azienda per il Turismo
TERME DI COMANO-
DOLOMITI DI BRENTA
Via Battisti 38/D 
38077 Ponte Arche
Tel. 0039 0465 702626
Fax 0039 0465 702281
info@comano.to
www.comano.to

Azienda per il Turismo 
MADONNA DI CAMPIGLIO
PINZOLO - VAL RENDENA
Via Pradalago 4 
38084 Madonna di Campiglio
Tel. 0039 0465 447501
Fax 0039 0465 440404
info@campiglio.to
www.campiglio.to

Azienda per il Turismo
VALLI DI SOLE, 
PEJO E RABBI
Viale Marconi 7
38027 Malé
Tel. 0039 0463 901280 
Fax 0039 0463 901563
info@valdisole.net
www.valdisole.net

Azienda per il Turismo
ALTOPIANO DI PINÉ 
E VALLE DI CEMBRA
Via Battisti 106 
38042 Baselga di Piné
Tel. 0039 0461 557028
Fax 0039 0461 557577
info@visitpinecembra.it
www.visitpinecembra.it

Azienda per il Turismo
FOLGARIA, LAVARONE 
E LUSERNA
Via Roma 60 
38064 Folgaria
Tel. 0039 0464 724100
Fax 0039 0464 720250
info@montagnaconamore.it
www.montagnaconamore.it

Azienda per il Turismo
ROVERETO E VALLAGARINA
Corso Rosmini 6 
38068 Rovereto
Tel. 0039 0464 430363
Fax 0039 0464 435528
info@visitrovereto.it
www.visitrovereto.it

Azienda per il Turismo
VALLE DI NON
Via Roma 21 
38013 Fondo
Tel. 0039 0463 830133
Fax 0039 0463 830161
info@visitvaldinon.it
www.visitvaldinon.it

Azienda per il Turismo
DOLOMITI DI BRENTA, 
PAGANELLA, 
ANDALO, LAGO DI MOLVENO, 
FAI DELLA PAGANELLA,
CAVEDAGO, SPORMAGGIORE
Piazza Dolomiti 1 
38010 Andalo
Tel. 0039 0461 585836
Fax 0039 0461 585570
info@esperienzatrentino.it
www.esperienzatrentino.it

CONSORZIO PRO LOCO
VALLE DI LEDRO
Tel. 0039 0464 591222
Fax 0039 0464 591577 
info@vallediledro.com
www.vallediledro.com

CONSORZIO PRO LOCO
GIUDICARIE CENTRALI
Tel. 0039 0465 323090 
Fax 0039 0465 324140 
info@visitgiudicarie.it
www.visitgiudicarie.it

CONSORZIO TURISTICO
VALLE DEL CHIESE
Tel. 0039 0465 901217
Fax 0039 0465 901937
info@visitchiese.it
www.visitchiese.it

CONSORZIO PRO LOCO
VALLE DEI MOCHENI
Tel. 0039 0461 551440
Fax 0039 0461 551030
info@valledeimocheni.it
www.valledeimocheni.it

CONSORZIO TURISTICO 
DELLA VIGOLANA
Tel. 0039 0461 848350 
Fax 0039 0461 848050
info@vigolana.com
www.vigolana.com
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“BED AND BREAKFAST DI QUALITÀ IN TRENTINO” ASSOCIATION
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Tel. / Fax 0039 0464 413007
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